
GOOD WORK/INNOVATION DONE DURING 2016 (upto Sept.16) 

 Highest Ever Sick wagons attended: 
 

Due to increased examination of BOXN 
loads in Ajni yard, sick marking of 
wagons increased substantially in last 
two months. However, by effective 
utilization of assets& manpower, 
maximum sick wagons were attended. 
Total 98 wagons were repaired and 
made fit for traffic in the month of Sept 
2016 as against 94 wagons in Sept 2015. This is the highest ever sick wagons 
attended by the depot from FY 2014-15 to till date.  
 

 SwachhaRail SwachhaBharat – SwachhataSaptah: Swachha Rail Swachha Bharat – 
SwachhataSaptah was organized over Nagpur Division. During the drive, Mechanical 
establishments were cleaned. At coaching depot, Nagpur, accumulated debris was 
successfully cleared and disposed. Some photographs are given below:  
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July’16 : Major Achievements 

1. Highest Ever ROH Out Turn 
 

By optimization of work load and effective utilization of existing assets, the ROH out 
turn of Ajni Wagon ROH Depot has been improved by 66% compared to this month of 
last year and 43% over the target. This is also the highest ever ROH out turn achieved 
by the depot.  
AQ depot turned out 50 wagons after ROH schedule against the target of 35 wagons per 
month (43% improvement over target) and 30 wagons in same month during last year 
(66% improvement). By efficient planning and optimum effective utilization of man 
power and available infrastructure, Mechanical department has regularly increased the 
productivity and outturn of ROH wagons.  

 

 

   

2. Lowest rejection i.e. lowest embedded empty wagons:   
 
In the month of July 2016, total 2837 wagons 
were rejected for loading in sidings. C&W 
staff attended 2427 wagons on load out of 
the above wagons and made them fit for 
loading that resulted in additional revenue 
generation of about Rs. 16.4 Crores. Had 
these wagons not been attended, they 
would have been declared unfit for loading 
resulting in loss of revenue to the railways. 
Due to this, only 165 wagons were rejected 
for loading which is the lowest in last two years.  
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3. Start of DV Repairing & testing facility:  
 
Distributor valve is the most important functional component of the air brake system 
and referred to as the heart of the air brake system. Earlier, the DVs were sent to BSL 
for repair or testing. However, 1 spare DV Test Stand has been collected from BSL 
division and now the NGP division has started DV repairing facility at Ajni Wagon Depot. 
For the same, one room was developed as DV repair room with all necessary tools and 
DV testing facility. The 4 C&W technicians were given training at Bhusawal ROH depot 
for 7 days and the DV repairing and overhaul was started at Ajni depot. This ensures 
immediate availability of good DVs for replacement of defective DVs of sick / ROH due 
wagons. The facility was formally inaugurated by CRSE (Frt) / CR during his visit to the 
depot on 15.07.2016.  
 

    
 
 

Innovation 
 

1. A gadget is developed by ART Ajni to transfer weight of BLC 
wagon body via centre sill to lifting jack. This prevents the 
possibility of damage to yoke pin support plate. CBC support 
plate portion is not flat for placing the jack under it. There is 
always a possibility of damage to yoke pin support plate and 
striker casting during lifting. This gadget facilitate proper 
placement of jack and distribute the weight properly. Further, it 
is very light in weight which facilitates easy use.  
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  This gadget is fabricated by ART Ajni which helps to arrest and 
avoid the deformation of sole bar of BCNHL wagon during 
restoration by HRE. The plate fits inside the pocket of sole bar 
and the remaining part holds the sole bar. Jack to be placed on 
this fabricated part which tales the load, resulted in no 
deformation of the sole bar during restoration. Similar attachments 
to be provided on other side also i.e. two attachments are required 
to be used at a time. The gadget is light in weight which facilitates 
easy use.  
 


